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SPACE CHARGE

Ab I issue, this is an issue of a sometimes OMPAzine
which rods by the improbable name of Space Charge* Only,, of course, 
^ouvve^just seen that issue, so there's harfiy anything new to be 
said;' Thi* is still the first contact most of yon have had with 
me—and be grateful for small favors*

Actuallyg the reason you didn’t see #1 in the March mail- 
l-jg was because I’m lazy^ I finished it w9 but I never got around 
to correcting the many typoso (In fact, they’ro still uncorrect
ed'—I’ll work on them xvhen I go over this issue*) Finally, after 
two weeks of sitting around, I deduced there wouldn’t beenough 
tire for me to correct them, and send them to Evans, and have him 
run them off in time for mailing 27 o So you can Imagine what 
happenedo •

The ret son I’m doing this now is- Howard DeVore’s written 
me ar^ says he is running off another one of those little "member- 
ship Saars’1 w- cooked upo (Remember OMPAlog? I hope you don’t*) 
I f'gure atrocity is enough—I*d better do something and do it 
faso before there’s a large demand for a "negative vote" category 
on the pseudo -goboo poll Lichtman and Donaho have cooked up0

Another factor which got me going was Ethel Lindsay’s 
jeremiad in the last mailing* I feJt particularly bad about thisa 
becauaS I enjoy Sc6ttishe very much, and in the unfinished I I 
all I had done w<’s*wSpoTog;l ze" to E^hel because I hadn’t even had 
a chafcpo to mentl n it* Also, I hav-e had a similar experience in 
apallfe, so,her pl>a "touched me tc the quick"* Sc I figure 1 
ought to try to rectify some of her complaints--!’d be extremely 
disappointed if Ethe' decld-d to drop Scottlshe/ or worse yet* 
drop OIIPA* " —

i\nd lastly, lately I’vs been becoming more activeo This 
occurs in cycles—th', s last <ycle was sparked by my entry into 
FAPAo Also9 I have the time, the energyP and finally a good typer 
to do this work one (Mo—it ^sn’t my typer; it’s a borrowed Smith 
Corona, and I finaglsd almost- unlimited use) So I figure I ought 
io do something constructive while I have the chance* Besides, 
I ; ve enjoyed OMPA so far and * feel as if I ought to reciprocate 
by some is means* Therefore, the first and second issues of this 
OMPAzine will be released* Ard I hope they’re enjoyed*

Ydu^re getting smearv ‘^urul’irTetters™n''y6ur^^baTls7*^oug^ 
to you by Al Lexfis, SA- 338*87./; ET B-10; USCG TraSta; Groton, 
Conn* This is Space Charge I June 1961, for OMPA 28, and is 
being distributed with ’Sie flist issue, hitherto unreleased* 
Printing done by Bill Evans’ Welts chine jrz Press, and doesn’t that
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At first, I thought I probably would have to rewrite much 
of the last issue9 because I figured my proposal would be corning 
up for s vote ixi the 27th mailing* I had intended it that way;, 
but Daphne apparently didn’t take it that way, and it's lucky she 
didn’t, because shw misinterpreted the sense of the amendment*

I want to change the second paragraph of Section 4, which 
reads "A mjmber who is dropped because of lack of dues and/or 
failing to cover activity requirements shall be barred from renewal 
of membership for one year unless special circumstances apply 
and are agreed to bj the officers*"

as I stated tefore, I want to drop "lack of dues and/or" 
because I feel such a neglect may come about because of sheer 
neglect, while failing to contribute for four mailings is surely 
a ermine against OOTA* The way things stand now, I suspect
a p./rson failing in either one wonjt even be allowed to apply for 
membership for one year, and I feel this is too harsh a punishment 
f>r neglecting dues*

Daphne states though that if we remove the five words in 
question, a person may ?tay on for year after year without payment 
of dues* If it will male Daphne feel any betterP she may Intro
duce a proposal to put something to that effect in Section 4,. I 
myself, though, am content with Section 5* which says in part, 
"a^a membership fee***13 required, paid at the time of admission 
or on renewal of membership*"

The sense of this :!s clear enough—if there is any quibb
ling done, I can’t see how it could possibly be effective* So 
I’ll let my amendment sta;id—It won't be voted on until December 
(or sooner, I suppose, if someone else comes up with something he 
wants pushed over Right Away) so there’s still plenty of time for 
us to get the bugs ironed out* And when it does come upv 
I £ urge you to vote for it* While I don’t think it’s Important 
enough to demand a vote Right Now, I do think it’s something which 
should be cleared up*

But enough of thls>.. .* *1’11 cover almost everything else 
in the next section, So let’s proceed, before Ethel and hex5 kindred 
become too overwrought* After all., it's not everyday I can toes 
out coronets for the 27th OOTA mailing*

*

OFF TRAILS I grundle v.ith displeasure at Lichtman’s platform* 
Buckmaster I like the small bundles—I don’t consider them 

"small and scruffy"—and I think OOTA is a top
flight apa, t'hlle I have no bone to pick with trying "to get 
people to toss in good material, and get inactive members active,. 
I think the present "plight" is being overemphasized* And I 11 
drag my foot all the way for I dislike "change for the reason of 
change"* Get more zines like Vagary In, and 1911 be with you all 
the way a, Bob. .But I fear youJreoff on the tack of Let’s Have 
Bigger Bundles Filled With All Sorts Of Nausea^ Mailing Comments 
Etc* which is a tack I fear will ruin OOTA, rather than improve It* 
** I8m also sort of unhappy that'^he membership numbers were dis
continued* They gave OOTA an Interesting aspect—it was interest
ing to see how they ranged* But I guess it grotched Daphne to have 
to type non-essentials on top of all tho rest of tho work that 
went into Off-Trails* Sigh* *** I wish someone would explain to 
me the usefuilness of Bye-law 12 which demands the member send a 
postmailing to tho OE for a check on legality* It seems superfluous 
since the only one who could possibly get in. trouble would be the 
editor—and he might be apprehended for sending the OE a copy*
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In fact? I wish someone would run through the entire Constitution 
and Bye-Laws and try to straighten them out. I canEt help feel
ing that many of the E^ye-Laws should be in the Constitution, and 
vice-versa. " This dichotomy into rules for efficient operation,, 
as opposed to general guiding concepts baffles the dickens out of 
me, and it threatens to get worsen I can’t help but suspect in 
five years there’ll be such a confused mish-mosh no-one will 
ever know which way is up. *** I wish someone would tell me what 
good the surplus stock is doing* Several times I’ve enquired about 
the purchase of back mailIngsy but I’ve never gotten any answer,. 
There also have been postmailings I never received, and I’ve 
requested a copy from surplus stock, but I never received any 
answer to that? either* Will someone tell me who’s got his finger 
stuck up his arse? (And just In case'I can get the zines I’m 
missing—here’s the list; #22 Waldo (Bentcliffe), Mailing Comments 
#4 (Ellington); #24 TAFF (mid wTth^Ice Age), Mailing CoinmoJJEFT  ̂
{Ellington again!), JD-Argassy, TAFF, Cast Your Vote For A Coffee 
Drinker (all Hickman): #25 Hu^ryT^ Savoyard CPelz^

*** As for your last question about the slump—well, I like small 
mailings, Bill* I like mailings not filled with thousancEsof words 
of senseless mailing comments* I like Mercer’s and Locke’s and 
others” book reviews. I like smaTr7"*delightful zines such as 
Scottishe^ I like occasion^ fabulous zines such as Vagaryo So 
f©eTIng^this way, why should I make suggestions to

aTEst missing all those, you can imagine why I’m perturbed about 
not being able to obtain replacements from surplus stock—I figured 
that was what it was for* And yeah—I’m Interested in mailings 
prior to mlg* 22* Anyone got some they’re willing to part with? 
1311 need them for the continuation of Pavlat’s Fanzine Index I

. . «»4tcnMtu»MwMria0M4«»M4«» ««rj-?xKscwEVMgKW<

volunteered (incredibly!) to do0 About all—your squished-in 
chattering was nice^ Daphne.

DEFILADE It shocked me to see that I almost slipped up by voting
Donaho on the Egoboo poll amendment* It never occured to me

I could/would have had more effect by not voting, than 
voting rtnaytto Luckily enough others thought of this to keep it 
legally out of OMPA* I’ll keep this lesson in mind, next time* 
**♦ As for my $ actual objection to the poll—take a look at 
SC#1. Though maybe I laid it on a bit too thick,, it sums up my 
viewpoint. *«« No—I didn’t vote in this poll* Having been 
against it? it would have smacked too much of fence-sitting., 

55 members--comeon now, Bill* This is some more of the at
titude I deplore (’'change for the sake of change*). Will it make 
OMPA a more stable group? I doubt it—for a while back therep 
there was quite an Influx of new members, but thoir enthusiasm 
didn’t catch on andte OMPA at all^ As for your ’’let’s try” 
attitude—what are you going to do if It doesn’t work—add another 
10 members? Don’t tell me you’ll drug) back if it doesn’t work* 
*** As a matter of fact. I’m not going to take the time to go over 
each of your amendments in detail* A lot seem good, but others 
seem pointless. Particularly those which seem bent on malting OMPA 
a carbon copy of FAPA, rather than a small, but fascinating apa 
in its own right. But at least you’re taking a step in the right 
direction about which I grotched above—clearing up the dichotomy*
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SQ0TT1SHE To me it seems strange that the newspapers in Britian should
Lindsay get a fairly good nation-wide coverage, and I have to keep

reminding myself of this as I read.. Over here I suspect 
the only ones with such a coverage are The Hew York Times, Christian 
Science Monitor, Wall Street Journal, and maybe one or two others* 
Now for you^! • thoughts about OMPA. In the first place, I am begin*- 
ning to suspect the rapid turnover days are over. That it was quite 
disconcerting, I grant you.*.but I think OMPA has started to recover. 
As for your complaints on mailing comments—you’re quite righto As 
I said above, I’ve enjoyed Scottishe very much* I’m in 3 apas at this 
time, and get to glance through the zines of a fourth, and though it 
probably sounds a bit tritey Seo^ is better than a great many of 
those produced* The trouble 5.3 though it’s filled with fascinating 
material, is Immaculately reproduced, and is superb in general, itss 
very hard to comment on it because there isn’t that much that invites 
comment! That5s what this advantage. of mailing comments is—they are 
something which can be replTecTTo easily. Itss Just too bad, I guess, 
that the ones I enjoy more, such as Scottish^, are harder to comment 
upon*

And perhaps some of the fault lies within me. Perhaps it is 
more that I am too lazy myself to do some original thinking for replies, 
than that the zines themselves don’t provoke any.

But as I tried to make clear in the preceeding three pages, 
I much prefer a small apa such as OMPA with such fascinating zines to 
a monstrosity such as SAPS which runs over witt^ deadly-dull (and end
less) mailing comments, and never produces a mailing with such genuine 
quality as OMPA does*

I trief To^fum^i^^ "1 asT nighiV “so now he thTSV Ivm queer*1
But to get back to the fanzine at hand, I enjoy Scpttishe

very much—snd I can t think of anything else to say<. But the ramblings 
were interesting, and I hope there'll be many more of them*

VIPER Well, I've goofed off again, and this is being taken up again 
Donaho several weeks after the above was written* On re-reading 

this mess3 the foregoing all seems pretty bad, and the lino 
above seems Incredibly crude. Perhaps I ought to explain its origins 
it takes very little to amuse me, and the day I was writing that, I 
hit on another diversion* Leap off a chair with a pair of trousers 
clutched in my hands, and get them on before I bounced upon the floor* 
I never succeeded, but the thought gave rise to the lino above* All 
of which has nothing whatsoever to do with VIPER. *** I note you 
mentioned Terry Carr had escaped from the Army through Miriamcs 
pregnancy. It’s Just been made official that Miriam had a miscarrage 
(that is, FAJAC Just announced it) which Is regretable any way you 
look at It, but does anyone know what will happen to Terry now?' Or 
doesn5t the draft board know about it? *** very glad you’ve made 
VIPER into the type of fanzine it is rapidly becoming., J. ”m especially 
fascinated by the series on Astounding by Alva Rogers, and I’m anxiously 
awaiting the next installmenET* /iTI“*ox this is stuff I?ve read many 
times before in old fanzines, but this way I’ll have a ready reference 
to which I can easily turn* Unfortunately the set of ASF I had did not 
begin until ”41, and sc I’m on pins and needles to see how Alva Is 
going to treat the stories I enjoyed so much, rather than talcing a 
vicarious pleasure in seeing the reviews of stories I have not yet 
read* When he hits the Foundation Series, Dreadful Sanctuary, By 
His Bootstraps, Old Man Mulligan, The Twonky, Venus Equilateral scries-, 
With Folded Hands*.*.oAnd Searching Mind, Old Doc Methusla series. 
Probability Zero department* and all the others I so fondly and preciously 
remember. I’ll probably hit the heights of Joy* Please run more material 
like this. Bill—my appreciation will know no bounds if you do. This
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She
is the type of material I love, to read, and keep* X highest compliment 
I can give you that I can think of, is that if by some chance I'll have 
to part with all except a few feet of my fanzine collection, the issues 
of VIPER which run this series will surely be included* *** It might 
seem to you that I’m slighting the rest of the material by being so 
enthusiastic over Alva's series—Iem not trying to; it’s just that they 
are overshadowed* The entire issue was enjoyed* «** Ifm reminded by 
one of your comments of some scuttlebut I heard recently,, It seems, 
so the story goes* the Coast Guard has hit on a method of getting good 
equipment such as synchros* They wait until the Army surveys their 
equipment (which is still perfectly good) and then the' Guard goes to an 
Army-Navy surplus store and buys them back up, at much less than they 
would ordinarily pay* The advantage? It saves the money the CG is 
alloted for equipment each year., (And it isn’t quite as improbable as 
it seems, either)**rtMailing comments can be as creative and interesting 
as any other form of writings” You4re going a bit overboard there, 
aren*t you Bill? I neraist in thinking mailing comments are very 
seldom creative, or *good” and are the lazy man*s way of saying something. 
And I'm ashamed of these monstrosities Iem perpetrating upon OMPA, too* 
*** Thankyou for the listing of works by John Myers Myers* There’s 
been such a big "deal” made about his books latelys I'm tempted to go 
out hunting for one of them as a sample* *** LichtmanSs words were 
interesting—this preoccupation about the ”current crisis” bothers me, 
though* I like th© small informal apa which is OMPA—and the bundles 
bring me more pleasure than, say, a SAPS mailing two or three times 
the size,. Must we be so verbose? Actually, Ifd like to see more 
material like Roger’s series on aSF# George Spencer’s materials
and even materlaV'Tike the fan fiction story I ran in QMPAlog called 
The Right Thing by Neal Wilgus* This constant pressure to”?fhurry up 
and produce MCb and all that” is most disconcerting* Sure—sone MCs 
are desireable; the people who put out this "good” material T enjoy so 
much naturally want to be assured they aren°t just speaking into a void, 
but an excess of MCs is highly undesireable—pa ’ticularly when they 
don’t dwell, or oven mention this "general” type of material and are 
just Comments-on-comments-on-commentso„*

*

Before continuing with the next fanzine^ Icd like to com
ment on a poctsarcd Lichtman (our noble president’) just sent me., I 
had mailed"him a FAPAzine I'd just put out* I had broken down—and It 
was filled zith 18 pages of putrid mailing comments* It, far and away, 
was the worst fanzine I've ever produced* But Bob not only said "I 
liked it” but went so far as to say "If you think, by the way, that you 
will get away with another cruddy QMPAlog this year to keep your OMPA 
membership up, you had better look again.. As president., I will not allow 
such things, unless you really have worthwhile material; so I’d suggest 
you do something like this FAPAzine for OMPA*"

Nov; I'll admit that QMPAlog was cruddy--but I feel SC is 
worse if it follows that FAPAzine I put out* (In fact, this issue of g£ 
approaches the denseness of that zine.,) But it Irks me to have Bob 
proclaim rtI will not allow such things/1 The last time I looked at my 
constitution, it said I had only to be the publisher—and in the common
ly accepted sense of the word I was* If Lichtman wants to be a good 
president, why let him^ But let’s not have senseless threats about 
”l won’t allow such things

Nov; go ahead and change the constitution if you want to. 
Bob* I won’t object to this, either* At the Dis clave-, I spoke to 
Bob Eadie and George Spencer* I asked them both to contribute to my 
OMPAzine (so I*d have something there to be proud of publishing rather
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than this tripe). But they both were forced to refuse, because OMPA 
allows credit only to the publisher* and we couldn’t think of any way 
to get around this requirement.

So make up your mind which way you want to go, Liehtman* 
Either change the word "publisher" to "writer and/or editor" or something 
to that effect in the Constitution* or cease these silly little games 
you*re playing* But I tell you, I’d rather put out a cruddy fanzine 
like Ql-IPAlog, than a worse fanzine such as an all-MC apazlne, I just 
hope the sin for this one is absolved by such items as the Bloch 
essay in the first issue*

And don’t ask me why I do this if I think so poorly of 
It's pitifully obvious—I’m just too lazy to de anything ©Iso*

BURP’ I’ve mentioned in other fanzines that h this area of the
Bennett country has more than its share of the Polarus Action 

people* This makes sense because the Electric Boat Company 
is located in Groton, and they manufacture either all, or almost all of 
this country’s submarines* "The submarine capitol of the world" is 
the name coined for Groton.

It has become my fortune to meet and talk with several of 
these people, too* From this discussion* and from conversing with 
others (such as a gent who works as a reporter for the local paper) 
I3ve been able to make out one thing: they aren’t picking on Polarus 
because the submarines and SiMx££:sare particularly more deadly., The;/ 
aren’t singling out this particular form of death because it's more 
devastating* It isn’t because it’s more fiendish and diabolical* Itrs 
because it’s more open than^jng3 other mass weapon we have-.

With other such as Atlas* Minuteman and others,
they can’t get closer than a mile or so* But this way they’re able to 
get right up to the weapon. They’re able to get publicity against all. 
weapons--not just this one, which is what they’re aiming at* It s for" 
the sake of publicity that they’re apparently doing this. Over here 
if we have mass meetings* they aren’t well publicized* The peace 
march that Dave Bike recently participated in was known to me only be
cause he had mentioned it himself*

That’s one thing that irks the PA bhoys around here* They 
ar© currently grotched at the local newspaper because they aren’t pub
licized more, but az^e tre: ted ns straight news* So they go out in their 
leaky rowboats in order to make news and get publicity*

Of course, this is all going to backfire someday* T/hen they 
climb up and start harassing the workmen who are building th-' submarines; 
they are going a bit too far* Some day—and maybe not too far off—one 
of thorn will have hi$ head bashed in with a hammer or something because 
of this* But he won't mind—he will have gotten more publicity®

A pleasant issue of Burp’, Ron* I wish you would contribute more 
to both orm and FAPA, though. I enjoy youi- writings* ;\nd yes—Flo £ 
has been missed* *** Are you etill interested in my file of be Zombie? 
AlT my fmz are now in the newly formed Fanzine Foundation, of whicK 
Hovzard #eVore is curator--! ’m sure he could probably dig then out if 
you’re still interested*

ERG Very enjoyable, Terry. Your little essays are nice reading, and
Jeeves very interesting* See my comment above on publicity re Peace

Marchers, Ban the Bomb folks, etc* Actually, I’m much more 
aware of Polarus Action than I am of Ban the Bomb types* I don’t know 
if it comes from living in this particular area or—as I am inclined to 
suspect—Polarus Action gets more publicity with their antics with the 
submarines. I imagine both organizations are pretty well intwined.
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while I can’t vouch for it, I’ve heard that one of the local PA bhcys 
was marching in the coast-to-coast Peace March Hike participated ln»

AMBLE Thankyou for not being unkind about 0MPAloa» Archie—I would
Mercer have deserved it* Why did I do it? TT wanted to save my

membership which, by all rights, I suppose I should have 
lost* But I am sorry you were uninterested in the serious story—I 
did like that one. And I thought most of the arWiyrk (interiors) 
were good, too—which shows what I've always suspected; I can't tell 
good artwork from bad* Oh well—thanks for your faith in thinking I can 
do better* *** Your article on cardinal and ordinal numbers reminds me 
of the struggles I’ve had with them, too a Year numbering was one, of 
course a Another was determining the relationship between 'Ceatuples” 
and the year they represent* Still another came up when we were fool
ing with timers for Radio Beacons* The hour is marked off into divisions 
with minutes grouped into sections of three, etc* Nov; for homework 
we were told at what minute the transmitter would key* Shte Then we 
were told to work back and figure out how soon before <vould certain 
gear be energized;, etc* It sounds simple until you realize the first 
minute (such as 12:01) envelopes the time of the second minute after 
ThoTTour® Quite a mess»„<>some of us never did get quite straightened 
out* *** I gasp with amazement that you enjoyed nothing but The Circus 
of DrL Lao out of that anthology,, I have it home, and I enjoyed most 
oT tKe shorts* I must admits though, calling the story ’’extraordinary” 
was quite apt—I can't think of as better words with which to describe 
it* Circus was a beautiful fantasy* I only wish I could write 
fantasy as welTo Amble was appreciated, as ssss usualo And the book 
catalog^3 particularly interesting... Though I still wonder about a few 
of your ’choices—like one of my favorites in From Unknown Worlds was 
Gold3 s “The Trouble With WaterZ But then—I like'S* al mo sT^e very one in 
that anthologyo But I enjoy seeing someone’s comments on books which 
Icve had a chance to read and enjoy myself*

PARAFAIIALIA A most Interesting issue, Bruce—and I hope you won't take 
Burn it as a slight if I say I enjoyed this issue more than

the previous ones I’ve seen. The travel account was par
ticularly fascinating* Before this, for example, I had always thought 
Singapore was a seaport on the China coast* Shows you how little I 
actually know about the worldsbut what I want to say is I enjoyed 
this issue very much, and I sincerely hope you’ll continue with ’The 
Wandering Ghu‘3 *** You might answer one question though—precisely 
what is a dodgem? Apparently it is some slung- word for an object—my 
dictionary doesn't list the word0

RANDOM One thing you said hit me pretty hard., rtIn OMPA, I can
Buckmaster just ramble on putting down anything that occurs to me*

ooooif it weren’t for OMPA I would have no place to write 
down the odds and ends that pop into my mind from time to time*1* 
That'S precisely my feeling—-and that’s the reason I enjoy OMPA so 
much (and the other apas to a lesser extent) Because there are these 
odds and ends (such as Jeeve’s, Mercep’s, and yours) that are complete 
in themselves, and are not broken-up, senseless, and often futile nMGsu* 
*** I enjoyed your essay on women very much* It seems to sum up a 
lot that has been said* Personally I sav to myself I want a girl with 
intelligence, and who is willing to use it, but I have gnawing doubts 
though whether this is really what I want* I suspect I hunger for 
adoring egoboo as much, iY not more, than others* I don’t know 
how I would characterize British fandom* Many of the fanzines do seem 
neater* But besides this, many of them seem more sensible—almosT 
scholarly in their approach* Howeverp I w am unable to tell if this 



is actually true, or if it is merely a delusion* Sort of a "grass is 
greener on the other side” misinterpretation* But if it is true, it 
could probably be traced logically* Britishfen seem to mention with 
regularity the price vs* wage difference between the USA and Britain* 
It might be that this very thing is the reason Britishfen are 
reluctant to waste their time and particularly their money on the sor^ 
of bad writing Amerlcanfen publish without hesitation*

While I’m in between issues again* I would like to mention 
some correspondence I recently received from Daphne* For some time I 
have been trying to get, from surplus stock* the fanzines missing from 
my mailings,, t This is what daphne replied:

"Here are the only two "spares" that I’ve got out of your 
list of those missing from your mailings* xhere are none left from 
Mailing 22 and as for "Mailing Comments #5" (24th mlg) I didn’t even 
get a copy myself let alone any spares.!"

V&at disturbed me the most x?as the fact that Daphne had 
never even received Ellington’s zine0 This is definitely against the 
constitution;, but yet it was listed as an OMPAzlne, and Ellington 
received credit* I can’t help but suspect perhaps some of the others 
have also cheated in this manner*«*and because of this rabid complete 
ionists such as myself are unable to complete the mailings*

Memo* BL: Before we start messing with the present con
stitution aside from clarifying some portions, why don’t we start s 
enforcing the regulations we do have? . ■r-nrsv

* t

BACK YOUR FANCY Since I sit on the other side of the fence (RON ELLIK 
Mercer FOR TAFF1) I won’t give you anything more than a bronx

cheer for this atrocity* It brings to mind one clever 
bit of politics Eney Just pulled off* After all these years of hooting 
at* sneering at, and just making plain nasty cracks about the NFFF— 
Eney Just went and rejoined so Elllk wouldn’t have whatever "NFFF vote* 
there is* A champion bit of fence sitting, and which helps my content!jr 
of "never trust $ney behind your back"* He carries knives, you know**,.t

RON ELLIK FOR TAFF* *«.»**** *ELECTRON* .* 0 * *SEND BRITAIN A SQUIRREL—ONE

BJOTTINGS You mentioned that this was going to be postmailed to FAPA 
Trimble but it never appeared—did you decide against it? I also 

was most surprised it did appear in OMPA after you stated 
several times "OMPA must go*" I’m glad you’ve decided to stay in*

A most interesting issue of your letter substitute* Enjoyed*
I was particularly interested in the way in which you looked at your- 
hobbles—I 'm sure It must have cost you some mental agony to cut'down* 
Lately I’ve experienced having to choose between fandom and things which 
I hope will benefit me in the future--! always dislike to face the choice 
because fandom always comes off second best* Just like two days ago I 
had to choose either going to the Seacon or taking another eight weeks 
of school, once I7m out of the basic 30 week school*

VERT Yes* Ivorp I do know a bit of the non-fan apas* Isve written
Mayne an article upon them which appeared in a SAPSzlne (never

distributed) and I’ll be glad to send a copy to anyone who 
requests one,. They turned out to be vastly disappointing though? very 
small bundles* and vejv little in them was of interest* Their blither^ 
Ings are even worse than ours are* There can be several reasons for 
the state of their apas* They have an unlimited membership, and no 



activity requirements© Most of their members are inactive, and Just 
sit back.-. Those members who do desire to be active dislike sending 
their material out into a void* So nothing gets done*

They also have high dues* too--most of which goes for 
yearly conventions* 'The mundane apas never organized the way fandom 
is, so each apa has a separate convention*

There are other disadvantages too—many reasons why it’s 
a waste of time to join* But if you're really interested you can join 
the American APA by sending 03 to Joe Curran^ 24371 Alberton Rd©, 
Euclid 23, Ohio* I no longer know anything about the other mundane 
apas, but from my examination of them several years ago, AAPA seemed 
to be the one that was the most active, and thrived more than the 
others*

You also asked about SF and fandom behind the Iron Curtain©
I know a little bit of this, too? since several years ago a member of 
the NFFF was trying to put across a proposal to have correspondence, 
SF, book, etc© exchanges with clubs behind the Iron Curtain* It was 
stated by some, however, that mainly the clubs are science clubs, 
rather than SF clubs, and that SF exists only to stimulate youngfolk 
to become scientists, or to get some propaganda point across* Jim 
HacLean, Box 401, Anacortes, Washington

was trying to put this across., and if you wish you can check 
with Jim for more information©
•*« Yes, I would be interested In seeing more of your discussions on 
your latest reading. It's most interesting* In fact, the entire 
issue was most fascinating©

ROMP I’ve always had a horror of mathamatlcs^ too, only it seemed
Gerber to stem from reasons far different from yourso In my caseP

I was lazy in School, and I found (to my regret) I had to 
do a certain amount of work to get through the school© Since I rarely 
did it, I didn't make out too well© It8s showing now, though, so I’ve 
become determined to learn the math I should have gotten before, by the 
time Im out of the service© Only I have such a terrified reaction to 
mathp I suspect I won't get too far, Unfortunately you can't
print material for Spencer and have him take the credit—he has to be 
the publisher in a more real sense, apparently© *** I°vc never heard 
of people giving up halfway through and picking answers at random in 
those Iowa Tests for Educational Development© I took them twice when 
I lived in NYState, and as I recall, both times I got all the way 
through the things© I never did break over the top of the chart they 
supplied, though I know of at least one person who did© I was near 
the top, though, which satislfled me,, But I don^t think there was 
necessarily a correlation between school marks and where you placed 
on that test* As I say, I was almost at the top of the class in 
taking the tests, but in grades I was more than halfway down© (This 
isn’t boasting9 you realize--!*m Just trying to make the point these 
tests indicate ability rather than achievement©) The poetry of
Stephen Crane I find interesting, though I must admit I’m unable to 
read more than one or two at any one time and still be able to both 
comprehend, and appreciate the poetry©

Others here? I have Ellington'S Mailing Comments and Metcalf's UL, 
as well as Topee or not Topee, ana^he" Wall ©The first two inspire 
no comments, the third seems incoherent, and Iam avidly following 
the fourth which I enjoyed©

To sum everything up—I enjoyed this mailing* Rogeres, 
Jeeve's ramblings, Willis and the other pieces in Scottishe, Burn's 
travels, Daphneys essays—this is what makes OMPA so enjoyable for 
me© And that’s why I cheated on requirements to stay in—which I / 
sincerely hope will never happen again* *



As some of you may know by this time, something called 
a "Fanzine Foundation” has recently been established,, .Perhaps the 
best way to explain it would be to quote FANAC 74 where this new 
organization was announced.,

BIG H^ARTiD HOWARD is curator of the newly 
begun Fanzine oundatlonw Its big projects-*- 
we hope they afe not of the Daugherty 
variety—include updating the Swisher” 
Pavlat index, and amassing--by purchase 
yet—as nearly complete as possible a set 
of fanzines, old and new® Object;
amoung other things; a permanently ac
cessible fmz reference library, available 
to fans* sociologists, and any other 
individuals having reason to consult them.. 
Donations of fmz gratefully received; but 
believe it or not, they are more interested 
in purchasing bulk lots (collections, 
accumulations, etc*; This is not in 
rivalry with Forry Ackerman’s Fantasy 
Foundation (which Ie largely proz anyway) 
but in co-operation if anything,* Financial 
details are being handled by Alan J. Lewis; 
Big hearted Howard DeVore, Lewis, and Jon 
Allen (c/o Howard DeVore, 4705 Weddel St.., 
Dearborn, Michigan) together compr3.se the 
Foundation,. Any fans who are gaflating or 
soiling off material are urged to contact 
Lewis.,

As you'll notice, this is meant to be primarily a refei'- 
ence library of fanzineso We want, and need fanzines, but we are not 
foolish enough to believe fans are going to "up and give" Just for the 
joy of it—’-almost all fans love to collect just for the joy of col- 
lectingu But we do off or reasonable prices for wuat we need, and since 
we are Just getting started, there is little we have. If you can help 
and are so Inclined to part with your fanzines, we entreat you to offer 
them to the Fanzine foundation.,

As for the projects we mentioned above-—first is the 
continuation of the owlsher-Pavlat fanzine Index,, V’e also desire to 
have the library as a reference library—toward thia end, those 
people having reason to consult them can either do lx in person, or 
can order (at costs) microfilms of the specific fanzines, or .m Iti- 
lithed reproductionso These last two features are not available yetp 
of course, but ye expect to be fully organized within severed, years, 
and they definitely will be available then.

What do we need? We particularly need British fanzines, 
and those of countries outside the continent of X’orth America* We also 
need apa mullings (almost all apae^-for example, OMPA mlgs., before 
#22) and particularly fanzines after ;46a Before then (1946) we have 
a pretty good collection and a listing of what we need from that era.. 
But actually, vre are pretty weak in most areas9 Won’t you help if 
you can? It will be greatly appreciated® We believe it is worth the 
time and menay it will cost us to set up a permanent reference library 
for fandom f. Your support will be appro elated c„

Al an Jw Lowis Howard DeVore Jon Allen

compr3.se


To get back from that somewhat formalized announcement 
on the preceding page, we welcome support in the forro of either gifts 
of fanzines, or giving us a chance to purchase bulk lotso As was 
mentioned, it’s foolish to expect some fans to give away what they 
could sell for good prices* And we‘11 go along with this--a.il money 
spent for setting up the Foundation (over £200 to date) is our own, 
and we feel it is worth it* ’7e want your support though—-may we 
have it?

Belov/ is a partial list of what we need* Many of tho
items are pre-*46, and \je doubt you (many of you) even have heard
of them, much less seen, read, and actually have them,. But if you
can give us any help, it would be received with pleasure*

OMPA Mallings—1-22 plus the issues since needed (listed p«.3)
VAPA Mailings—all
FAPA Mailings—all between u46 and *57 plus assorted items before & since 
SAPS Mallings—all before #49
Cult zines—almost all
CPtAPzines—again, all.
WAPA—all (there were only a few as I recall) 
all other fannish apas—all Items are needed

Ahs Sweet Idiocy
Brownout
The Acolyte #1-14 (Winter 542 - Spring ’46)
Ad Astra #1 May 1939
Amateur Science Stories 1-3 Oct* Dec* *37; Mar ’38
Austra Fantasy #1, 2%^ 2, 4, Vol* 2 ,#1, 2, (June* Sept* ’40; Mar, Jun,

Sept* ^41)
Bonfire Vol. lc #6, Vol* 2 #2, 3; Vol* 3, #1, 5, (Jun *42* Nov ’42, 

Dec* v43, May *44, Sep 8 44)
Centauri #1, 2, 3 (#1 was Fall 8 43, #3 was Spr-Sum *44)
Chanticleer #3, 4 (dates unknown-/#5 was dated ?45)
Colossus /#1 (Winter ,J43)
The Comet /pre-cosmology/ #1, 2 (May, Jul ’30)
The Comet /different fmz from above/ #1 (Jan-Feb
The Contributor #1-4 (#3 dated Dec* ”38; #4 dated Spring 339)
Cosmlan World #1 (Jan. 30, *44)
Cosmic Cuts (all issues Vol 2 #3 dated Aug* *43, #4 0ctf43; III 2P Aug 44)
Cosmic Tales Vol 2, #3 (April-May-June *41)
Cosmlque #1 (July *44)
Cosmology (need all issues excopt Vol 6, #1 dated “33;
Cosmos #2, 3, 4, Vol 2 #1 (May. June5, June26, Oct* *40)
International Observer #1, 2, 3, 4,, 6, 83 Vol 2 #4-6, 8

(dated *34-”37)
Cthulhu No 1 (Summer *42)
Cthulhu Supplement No 1 (Summer *42)
Current Fantasy No,. 1, 2 (August, November *38)
The Damn Thing Nov 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 (Nov, Dec ’40; Feb, May, ? 841)
Detours No 2 (June *4o)
Delirium Tremens No* 8 (early *43)
Diablerie #4, 5? 6 (#4 dated May *44, other dates unknovm)
Different #1 May *38)
Doings of the Lincoln Science ^ictlon League #1 May ’35 (were there more#
The double Shadow & Othor Fantasies CASmith s33
Eclipse Noo 2, 3, 4, Vol* 2 #1 (Apr, Jun, Aug ’41, Feb.. ’42)
Ember all except #2, 5> 11 (dated 846)
Escape IJo 7 (January :4o)
Fan Dango all after Vol 3, #4, Sum *46
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a listing ££ fanzines, needed by the Fanzine Foundation••• ^rXJ*****^** t*»onttw-«Qhtfe>W<r>hU <X»W* «aw*>:« «XZ<a34arj^»*«««a«rxxw<M w|

Fanewseard Weekly, Fanewseard Daily, FanGgscard, The Fanews #1-51, 
#55-146, #151-155f #158, 162, 171-172, 175, 198, 276-288.
Dated: #1—3Jul’43, *25-1 Jan’44,*98—1Jan ’45, #244 was around 

the first of ’46.
The Fanews Photo Album December *45
Fanfare Vol 2 #2; Humber 9 (Feb ’42, Nov. ’42)
The Fantasite #1 (November ’40)

That is enough, I thinks for this time. If I really 
wanted to get ambitious I could go through Pavlat’s fmz index, and 
with the use of the partial index of what I have* I could figure out 
mor© things I need-—but I suspect Id but bore you more. If you can 
help withies© items, though—or any fanzines at all no matter what 
the date—we will thank you sincerely.

NEEDED—WHO CAN HELP?

Recently I’ve becorned possessed with finding out mere 
about Scottish History—the way the clans formed, what ever I can 
find out about sis clan structure (over here they seem like someTEing 
dark and mysterious, and have never been "explained”), the attempt of 
Bonnie Prince Charlie to gain the thrown of England, physically 
what Scotland is like, legends and myths of Scotland—and everything 
else that can possibly fall in this category*

If I was to go into my reasons for wanting material along 
this line it would take up several more pages—and be dull aniun
interesting to boot J But if any of you have access to bookstores which 
sell thia tyve of material, and could possibly pick it up for me, 
I would appreciate it very mucho Just contact me, and we’ll work out 
some terms. I don’t want detailed material much before the 1500 s, 
and likewise after 1800, buF any general material on either aide of 
these dates are wanted, and detailed material inside of them.

Oh yes—dontell me to go to my library —I‘ve tried, 
and it*s hopelessly Inadequate. And I don’t have a Fisherman’s chance 
of getting to a good one within the next two years. (By a "good” 
library I means such as the NYPubllc, Boston Public, etcM and those 
possessed by colleges.) So I’m rather up the creek unless I can get 
nice type folks to help me out with things I can’t get through such 
places as Trans-atlantic Books, etc. Any offers out there?

This dittoed monster has been two issues of an OMPAzine 
by the name of SPACE CHAxRGE. #1 ana 2 (whups—that should be Vol. 
1 NOu 1 bound with No. 2) are being mailed out together as a post- 
mailing to OMPA mailing #28.

This issue has been duplicated by jovial Bill Evans and 
his Weltschiaerz Press. If you have a somex^hat smeary copy blame it 
on the masters I’m using—you’ve seen Cyrille co you know it isn’t 
Bill’s fault.

As far &s I know at this time the address given on the 
first page of these issues is correct—at this time, as far as I know, 
I won’t be moving ’til Sept* So rejoice and send nostmailings here.


